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being raised. It is easy to see that, for any quantity of revenue,
a system of levying it which involves a lower marginal rate of
tax will always check work (or prevent work from expanding)
less than a system which involves a higher marginal rate. By
marginal rate, of course, is meant the additional increment
of taxation, which, under the scheme, would be imposed on an
additional increment of income in excess of the income that
actually stands subject to tax. Now, under a poll-tax this
marginal rate of tax is plainly nil. Since we have excluded
from view all formulae under which it might be less than nil,
this proves that in a community, all of whose members are
similar and enjoy equal incomes, a poll-tax is, from the an-
nouncement point of view, the optimum method of raising a
given revenue. Remembering that we have ruled out of
account tax formulae which are progressive for some and
regressive for other values of x, we observe farther that, for
a given revenue, the marginal rate of tax must be smaller
under any regressive tax than under a proportionate tax ;
and under a proportionate tax than under any progressive
tax. Hence, in accordance with the argument of § 2, from
the standpoint of least sacrifice regressive tax formulae are
superior to proportionate formulae ; and proportionate formulae
are superior to progressive formulae. In like manner, as
between formulae in which the rates of regression or of pro-
gression, as defined in Chapter II, § 6, are constant for all
values of x, more regressive formulae are superior to less
regressive formulae, and less progressive formulae to more
progressive formulae.
§ 8. When our view is extended to cover formulae in
which rates of regression and progression are not constant,
it is no longer possible to draw up an order of merit in an
absolute sense, i.e. irrespective of the quantity of revenue
which has to be raised. This is to be expected because, for
different amounts of revenue, different members of the several
families are needed. Let John of family A and Johann of
family B be the appropriate members to raise revenue R.^:
while Henry of family A and Heinrich of family B are the
appropriate members for revenue B/2. There is, then, nothing
to prevent John winning against Johann, while at the same
time Henry loses to Heinrich. In our symbols John and
Johann are represented respectively by Rj, ^a^(x) and

